Your Guide to
Intel Innovation Content
You’ll hear from the experts
and industry leaders who
deliver new, forward-looking
solutions with speed and
real-world scale.

Artificial Intelligence

Cloud

Learn how to benefit from an optimized
“ingest to inference” pipeline from
workstation to cloud to edge, including
10-to-100x performance gains through
optimizations for popular frameworks/
libraries, Intel’s own game-changing tools,
and much more.

See how Intel alongside partners deliver
technology, tools, and solutions to get
the best cloud app performance, like
IPUs to handle infrastructure processing,
simpler access to ML-based telemetry and
automatic tuning across clouds.

Client

Edge & 5G

Innovation for the Future

Learn more about how Intel and other top
tech companies are getting developers
optimal performance for cloud-native
applications across the entire cloud-todevice continuum—from bridging Windows
and Linux for AI development to new tools
for building Progressive Web Apps.

Discover Intel’s suite of open sourcebased, cloud-native and edge-native
tools supporting virtualization, real-time
computing, and inference in the network
and at the edge.

See how our researchers and academic
partners advance promising technologies
in areas like Quantum Computing to
achieve orders-of-magnitude performance
improvements that will shape the next
decade of computing.

Check out how to best navigate the Intel
Innovation Content. Choose your Track,
Topic and Session Level.

Demos

Developer Stories

Technical Insights

Sessions

Discover new solutions in this
demonstration of breakthrough
developments in AI, 5G, Edge,
Cloud, Client Solutions and
more, from Intel and the global
ecosystem.

Hear from Intel’s developer
community and how they are using
Intel technologies and software
developer tools to impact lives
around the world.

Deeply technical and forward
thinking, these sessions focus on
how Intel & partners are creating
technology and solutions that
help address the challenges that
developers are facing today.

These sessions provide attendees
with knowledge of a specific focus
area and are offered at various
levels of learning. Focusing on the
4 pillars – AI, Client, Edge & 5G,
Cloud.

Session Levels
100 Level

200 Level

300 Level

Introductory technical session, no prior
knowledge of the technology or solution
needed.

Technical sessions focused on a specific
technology or solution. Prior knowledge of
technology is helpful.

Technical deep dive sessions focused on code
samples, tools & architectures. Advanced
knowledge of technology or solution required.

Explore now
#IntelON

